
Yemen – IOM Yemen delivers life-saving shelter and NFI assis-
tance to families displaced in southern Yemen’s war-torn 
Abyan governorate. 
 

Throughout Yemen’s restive Abyan governorate, the battle 
between Al-Qaeda-linked militant groups and Government of 
Yemen forces continues to precipitate displacement among 
communities caught in the line of fire. In early February, Gov-
ernment  of  Yemen  forces  began  moving  on  militant-
controlled villages of eastern Khanfir district, dispersing resi-
dents from strategic areas and preparing for an assault to 
retake villages. The army began shelling Al-Mogan in the early 
hours of Thursday, 7 January 2013. Over the period of one 
week, over 800 families from five villages in Al-Khobar sub-
district were forced to flee their homes and seek refuge with 
nearby family and among sympathetic communities.  
 

Having recently rehabilitated water infrastructure in the same 
area, damaged during last year’s conflict, IOM’s field team 
was familiar with the affected communities and the areas to 
which they had been displaced. Well-positioned to respond, 
IOM immediately commenced discussions with district heads, 
familiar local council members, the IDP Executive Unit and 
humanitarian partners in southern Yemen. In the wake of the 
first lull of hostilities, on 31 January 2013, IOM Yemen dis-
patched an assessment team to Al-Khobar sub-district to 
gather information on the needs of the affected population, 
begin registering IDPs and prepare field reports to share with 
partner relief agencies and government counterparts for co-
ordination purposes.  
 

Confirming the displaced population’s need for relief, includ-
ing food, shelter and essential non-food items (NFIs), IOM 
coordinated with ICRC to deliver assistance to the villages of 
Haiwad wa Sari, Baeermoftah, Amlag, Nabad wa Almalyah 
and a spontaneous settlement in Dhaba, Thauba and Kheb-
tani mountains. Over the following four days, IOM Yemen 
distributed NFI, dignity and hygiene kits to 750 families 

spread throughout the five areas of displacement. Kits in-
cluded critical shelter items such as tarpaulins, basic building 
tools, rope, mattresses, blankets, cooking kits, water filters, 
jerry cans and water basins. To ensure the dignity and safety 
of displaced women and girls, IOM Yemen’s field team tar-
geted 1,950 individuals with dignity kits including abayas, 
headscarves, sandals, sanitary items and further essential 
gender-specific clothing articles. In response to the destruc-
tion of Al-Khobar’s main water source, to ensure displaced 
populations’ adequate and safe access to water resources, 
IOM installed two emergency water stations and connected 
these to the existing water networks in the villages of Al-
Mogan. Complementing IOM’s intervention, ICRC provided 
food to 350 families unable to rely on the support of host 
communities. IDPs registered by IOM have since been verified 
by the relevant local councils, the head of the district and the 
IDP Executive Unit.  
 

Armed conflict between militants alleged to be backed by Al-
Qaida in the Arabian Peninsula (AQAP) and Government of 
Yemen forces erupted in Abyan governorate in mid-2011. The 

unfolding crisis displaced over 100,000 individuals from Abyan 
to nearby Aden governorate and over 40,000 individuals to 
safe havens within Abyan itself. Urban centers throughout 
Abyan witnessed intense battles over the course of 18 
months until the Government of Yemen was finally able to 
drive the militants out of key cities such as Zinjibar, Ja’ar, Al-
Hosn Bates Lowder etc. Return of IDP families to devastated 
communities in Abyan has accelerated since September of 
last year but intermittent conflict throughout the governorate 
continues to threaten the safety and welfare of local communities. 
 

As the first humanitarian agency to carry out relief operations 
in response to the hostilities commencing in mid-2011, IOM 
has expanded its scope of assistance to displaced, conflict-
affected and returnee populations in Abyan. With funding 
from USAID’s Office for Foreign Disaster Assistance (OFDA) 
and the UN’s Central Emergency Response Fund (CERF), IOM 
is currently providing critical relief in sectors of WASH, shel-
ter/NFI, health, nutrition and protection. Since June 2011, 
IOM Yemen has targeted over 51,000 individuals with life-
saving relief. 
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For more information, please contact Brian Wittbold at IOM Yemen. Email: bwittbold@iom.int  
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